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Note : This paper is of Eighty (80) marks divided into

two (02) Sections A and B. Attempt the questions

contained in these sections according to the

detailed instructions given therein.

Section – A

(Long Answer – type questions)

Note: Section 'A' contains Five (05) long-answer-type

questions of Twenty (20) marks each. Learners are

required to answer any two (02) questions only.

[2 x 20 = 40]

P.T.O.
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Q.1. Discuss the factors determining initial selection of

project idea. What are the main objectives of

conducting pre-feasibility and feasibility study?

Q.2. "Risk analysis is an essential feature of investment

decision making process." Discuss. What are the main

risk factors and how will you control them?

Q.3. What are the main sources of working capital finance

in India?

Q.4. How do you calculate the Net present value of a

project? What are its merits and demerits?

Q.5. Define cost of capital and explain its significance in

financial decision making? How is the weighted

average cost of capital calculated?

Section – B
(Short-answer-type questions)

Note: Section 'B' contains Eight (08) short-answer-

type questions of Ten (10) marks each. Learners

are required to answer any Four (04) questions

only. [4 x 10 = 40]

P.T.O.
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Q.1. Describe the important phases of project life cycle

(PLC).

Q.2. Write a short note on 'Social Cost and benefit
analysis.'

Q.3. Explain the tools of financial feasibility of a project.

Q.4. What are the characteristics of loan capital and equity

capital? What are their merits and demerits? Explain

briefly.

Q.5. Discuss the various tax aspects to be concideed in

project finance.

Q.6. What is sensitivity analysis in Capital Budgeting?

Q.7. Explain the environmental appraisal of a project.

Q.8. What are the administrative and legal issues in project

finance?
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